
     

  RESCUE DEFENDER SUIT

    I think this kind of product when I see in Television news, a man was
inside  a  cage  of  Lion  in  a  Zoo  attacked  by  the  Lion,  wounded  and
unconscious, some persons are trying to deter the Lion with a stick and
others  helplessly  watching.  Next  day’s  newspaper  show  the  news  of
death of that person.  Mostly, the workers in the Zoos are the victims of
this kind of tragic incident .If anybody can safely entered the cage in
time, that man can be rescued, This incident think me about a product to
use this kind of situation

  A  nun  metal  made  flexible  suit  (like  riot  control  suit  of  police)
consisting three part covering all part of the body, the first part covering
head to neck with glass or other transparent material in front (like Bike
Helmet) the second part covering neck to hip . Hand can rotate freely and
outer surface of hand from elbow to wrist  covered with any electrical
conductor metal (Aluminium Copper etc.) with this metal covering hands
prevent an attacking animal by giving electric shock, besides this,  this
strong metal hand can also prevent beats and bite of the animal. In the top
of the head towards front a 50 cm long pipe fitted for flame throwing(All
animal has fear of fire) with this flame can throw to 3 to 5 metre, the
flame can deter the animal from victim and the rescuer carry the victim in
hand and walk backward using  flame to prevent animal coming towards
him. The third part covering from hip to ankle. A removable cabin  fitted
back consist gas chamber for flame and battery for electricity(If need two
separate  cabin  can  fitted  two  side  of  backbone  for  gas  and  battery),
another  cabin  in  left  or  right  side  of  stomach  with  sledging  shutter
consisting  switches  for  operation  of  flame,  and electricity.  Regulator



switch control the power of electricity to various level for different kind
of animal and also control the interval of flame throwing. This type of
preventing method has less chance to hurt the animal. This suit is also
use outside rescue operation  , such as rescuing wasp attack honey bee
attack  birds attack python attack and any other reptile attack including
crocodile

Another use of this suit is in safari parks .Now people go to safari park
while using covered vehicle to watch lion and other wild animals, if a
person use this suit he can go fearlessly near the animal for a close look
as he desired. The authorities  of the park can reduce the running expense
while using this suit considerably compare with using vehicle (Big initial
cost of the vehicle, drivers salary, petrol etc.)This suit can also use in
forest for observing animal in  short distance. A communication device
may include in the suit in this purpose.

Another use of this suit is, it is a new method of control  violent mob.
Like animal people has also fear of fire.  The police has now use riot
control gear and electric baton or stun gun to prevent violence control,
This is a combination of both of these and use effectively to control the
violent mob using both hand simultaneously by giving electric shock and
with fine defence with metal hand.  (The stun gun may be captured by the
mob and use reverse)Violence increasing all over the world that means
this product may be use in large scale 

 A modified version of this suit can use for fire rescue operation. In this
suit  no  metal  arm and  no power  supply.  From the  head pipe   a  fire
extinguish gas may be used to enter the fire with free hand(Pipe must
rotating type and upward downward movement for covering all area to
use gas and suit must made non melting , heat resisting  substance A
oxygen supply cylinder may also included in the chamber for sufficient
supply  of  oxygen cable  through inside  the  suit  in  to  the helmet.    A



remote  control  operation  for  extinguishing  gas  from  outside  is  more
helpful to rescuer in the operation more concentration his rescuing work
without bother about controlling the gas operation 

The most important is these suit fully covered it is made from non metal
and light weight element and all part can be covered  wear  quickly and
easily, even a single minute is precious and upper part and middle part
can  fitted  tightly  with  flexible  and detachable  pipe  from head  to  gas
chamber fitted each other behind the neck quickly


